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ABSTRACT
Open-domain question answering (OpenQA) research has grown
rapidly in recent years. However, OpenQA usability evaluation
in its real world applications is largely left under studied. In this
paper, we evaluated the actual user experience of OpenQA model
deployed in a large tech company’s production enterprise search
portal. From qualitative query log analysis and user interviews, our
preliminary findings are: 1) There exists a large number of “contin-
gency answers” that cannot be simply evaluated against their face
textual values, due to noisy source passages and ambiguous query
intents from short keywords queries. 2) Contingency answers con-
tribute to positive search experience for providing “information
scents”. 3) Click-through-rate (CTR) is a good user-behavior met-
ric to measure OpenQA result quality, despite the rare existence
of “good abandonment”. This exploratory study reveals an often
neglected gap between existing OpenQA research and its search
engine applications that disconnects the offline research effort with
online user experience. We call for reformulating OpenQA model
objective beyond answer face value and developing new dataset
and metrics for better evaluation protocols.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Open-domain question answering (OpenQA) [25] aims to provide
answers in response to a user’s question based on a large collection
of documents. It has been an important and long-standing task in
natural language understanding (NLP) and information retrieval
(IR). Recent OpenQA systems often follow a two stage framework:
given an input question, a retriever first selects a small subset of
relevant passages that potentially contain the answer; afterwards,
a reader processes the retrieved contexts and extracts or generates
answers [4, 30]. OpenQA applications are typically found in two
categories. First, chatbots, dialog systems, and virtual assistants
such as Alexa use OpenQA to respond to users’ natural language
questions with factoid or descriptive answers [5, 22]. Second, mod-
ern search engines use OpenQA to provide direct answers as a
part of the search engine result page (SERP), usually in front of the
“10-blue-links” document ranking results [12].

While OpenQA research is fast growing, most recent work fo-
cuses on improving answer accuracy from retrieval and reader
architecture [10], and there is a lack of work evaluating the actual
user experience of OpenQA in real world search engine applica-
tions. Inspired by the emerging trends of “Human-Centered AI”
[14, 29] and “Data-Centric AI” [16, 24], this paper aims to discuss
the open problems surfaced from evaluating the end user experi-
ence of OpenQA deployed to a large tech company’s production
enterprise search portal.

The motivation of this study is twofold. First, we observed that
accurate OpenQA answers do not necessarily lead to the best user
experience. As shown in Figure 1, for a user query “can i bring
dogs to #office_building”, OpenQA returned a seemingly perfect
answer “no dogs are permitted”. However, users reported that the
answer came from an obscure and unauthoritative newsletter from
five years ago and may not be trusted any longer. Users could not
simply take the answer at its face value, and still needed to search
more evidence to verify. This indicates a potential gap with current
OpenQA research, where an answer is evaluated purely based on its
face textual value using EM/F1 metrics [21]. Second, to complement
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Figure 1: OpenQA answer from a large tech company’s pro-
duction intranet search engine1.

EM/F1 for OpenQA evaluation in the real world, we investigated
online user behavior metrics such as click-through-rate (CTR) that
are widely used in search engine evaluation [27]. However, it is
important to validate whether CTR could be compromised by “good
abandonment” [6, 13], where users abandon search sessions without
clicking since their information needs are already met by reading
the direct answers from OpenQA on SERP.

Prior work partially addressed our motivating research questions
on answers’ usefulness [3] and taxonomy [2], the dilemma between
trust and convenience [19], and answers’ SERP user behavior [28].
This work, however, aims to add on to existing literature by evaluat-
ing OpenQA in its real world enterprise search settings. Our scope
is limited to providing exploratory and preliminary findings while
a more rigorous study is deferred to future work. We believe that
these early insights could inspire new research to improve OpenQA
design and applications.

2 SYSTEM OVERVIEW
2.1 Extractive OpenQA
We built an OpenQA model following the standard retriever-reader
architecture [26]. During offline ingestion, each document is split
into passages to build a sparse passage index. During inference, we
first perform a BM25 [23] based retrieval to obtain top 100 passages,
which are then reranked by a learning-to-rank BERT [8] model
(BERT-PR) with cross-attention between query and passages. At
the last reader stage, another BERT model (BERT-RC) is used to
extract answer spans from the top 5 passages from BERT-PR [26].
BERT-PR is trained with MSMARCO [17], and BERT-RC is trained
with MRQA [9] augmented by a small internally annotated dataset.
The training objective follows the typical OpenQA framework to
optimize the answer’s EM/F1 score based on its face value. The
dataset consists of long natural language questions with factoid
answers.

1For privacy protection, we use a mockup that mimics the actual SERP. We also
anonymize all entities.

2.2 Enterprise search application
We collaborated with a big tech company and deployed the OpenQA
model in its intranet search portal. The search engine indexed
multiple sources from the company’s intranet, with a total of 15.7
million documents including wiki pages, developer documentation,
blog posts, tech Q&A, educational videos, mailing list archives, HR
policies, and many others. On a typical work day, the search engine
has an average of 90K to 120K queries from 18K to 24K unique users,
where 80% of queries are from users in the software development
roles.

For each query, OpenQA model generates answer predictions,
and only answers above a certain confidence threshold are displayed
to the end users. Answers are placed on the top of SERP before
document ranking results, as shown in Figure 1.

3 METHODOLOGY
Driven by themotivation to evaluate the user experience of OpenQA,
we designed an exploratory study and adopted a) query log anal-
ysis to evaluate answer quality, and b) user interviews to collect
qualitative feedback.

3.1 Query log analysis
We dumped all 5.7 million queries from the search engine’s live
traffic between Jul.1 and Sep.12, 2021, where each query has its
associated document ranking and OpenQA results along with user
clicks data. The average query length is 3.7 tokens, and 62% of
queries have no more than 3 tokens, indicating that real world
enterprise search is likely dominated by short keyword queries. To
focus on OpenQA study, we removed the queries without answers
returned, and a subset of 380K queries, or 7%, remained. The result-
ing OpenQA queries were categorized into 2 groups based on user
clicks pattern: 1) HAS-CLICK, including 22.3% queries that received
clicks on OpenQA source documents, and 2) NO-CLICK, including
77.7% queries that received no OpenQA click.

We randomly sampled 200 query-answer pairs from each of the
2 groups. In order to better represent head queries, we addition-
ally sampled 100 random unique pairs with 5+ occurrences and
another 100 most popular pairs. For these 600 query-answer pairs,
we carefully conducted qualitative content analysis [11] to gain
insights and came up with a spectrum of “answer quality types”, to
be discussed in Findings.

3.2 User interviews
We conducted five semi-structured interviews [15] and in-depth
cognitive walk-through sessions with the actual users of the search
engine, including three software developers, one manager, and
one business analyst. Participants were randomly recruited from
the company’s UX Research channels, and the interviews were
conducted through video conferencing in multiple 30-60 minutes
sessions. We recorded all research sessions, coded the qualitative
findings and distilled insights. The key user research questions we
asked were: 1) How reliable / not reliable do users find OpenQA
results? 2) What is users’ definition of a “good answer”? 3) What
is users’ definition of a trustworthy answer? 4) How useful / not
useful do users find the search engine when OpenQA is triggered?
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5) When unsure about the accuracy of search result, what types of
verification processes do users follow?

4 PRELIMINARY FINDINGS
4.1 Answers are more nuanced beyond face

textual values
OpenQA models are typically evaluated by EM/F1 score, where
the answer quality fully depends on its overlapping with ground
truth answers. However, query log analysis indicated that a large
number of answers can not be evaluated solely based on their face
textual values, but can depend on other factors such as recency
or trustworthiness. More concretely, we categorized answers into
eight “answer quality types”, as shown in Table 1.

Of the eight types, PERFECT and IRRELEVANT map to the con-
ventional “correct vs incorrect” answers respectively. We define the
other six types collectively as contingency answers – they do not
perfectly answer the queries, but they are not entirely wrong either.
To the end users, whether an answer is correct or not depends on
other “contingencies” beyond its textual value.

For example, query-answer pair “can i bring dogs to #office_building
→ no dogs are permitted” (labeled as TO-BE-VERIFIED) would have
been 100% perfect with EM/F1 score. However, the answer came
from an outdated newsletter and users did not consider it trustwor-
thy. EM/F1 failed to capture the critical signals on answer’s author-
itativeness and recency. For another example, “preferred browser
→ Chrome” (labeled as SITUATIONAL) was more of a subjective
opinion to a particular team than a fact, and was only correct under
certain situations, where EM/F1 failed to capture.

We hypothesize that contingency answers exist in enterprise
search scenario due to two reasons. First, low quality contents are
abundant and OpenQA answers could be extracted from personal
opinions or outdated sources, leading to unauthoritative or obsolete
answers. Second, search queries are predominantly short keyword
queries with broad and ambiguous intents that are hard to expect
perfect answers. We’ll elaborate these thoughts in Discussions.

4.2 Contingency answers contribute to positive
search experience

Early evidence from user interviews suggest that contingency an-
swers, while imperfect, still improve search user experience, which
is consistent to [28]. First, contingency answers might provide “in-
formation scent” [18] to help users quickly navigate to relevant
sources. For example, one interviewee shared her experience that,
to the query-answer pair “#ML_model accuracy→ >95%” (labeled
as TO-BE-VERIFIED), the answer stood out despite of its correctness
because it was a “straight number” and appeared more relevant
than other search results.

Second, contingency answers can complement “10-blue-links”
document ranking (DR) results by surfacing new content. Only
48% of OpenQA answers in our dataset came from the same top-10
DR results in their respective SERP. This is due to that OpenQA
model predicts answers directly from local, specific passage context
instead of globally relevant documents. One interviewee empha-
sized that non-overlapping OpenQA answers complemented top
DR results and were useful and informative in SERP.

Third, contingency answers can impress users and earn trust,
which is an important factor that leads to successful adoption of
enterprise search engine [7]. We observed that OpenQA answers
could usually solicit the “wow” magical moments from the intervie-
wees – it is a convincing instrument to demonstrate the strength
of modern intelligent search and encourage adoption.

4.3 Click-through-rate (CTR) indicates answer
quality

To complement accuracy-oriented offline OpenQA evaluation using
EM/F1, we investigated CTR online user behavior metrics for the
search engine application. We observed that “good abandonment”
that PERFECT answers result in users abandoning search sessions
without click [6, 13] were actually rare (3% in our data samples).
Instead, the majority of contingency answers were likely to invite
clicks if users still found them useful. On a larger scale, we hypoth-
esize that “good abandonment” is negligible due to the scarcity of
PERFECT answers in the enterprise search use case.

Furthermore, we found that IRRELEVANT answers appeared
more often in the NO-CLICK group than in the HAS-CLICK group
(49.5% vs 36.5%), implying that irrelevant answers were less likely
to get clicks and vice versa. To sum up, we tentatively suggest that
CTR can indicate answer quality, where better answers are more
likely to receive higher CTR.

5 DISCUSSIONS AND CONCLUSION
First, it’s critical to encourage answers from authoritative and up-
to-date sources. Typical OpenQA architecture is optimized to find
correct answer spans, assuming all source passages have equally
high quality (eg, extracted from Wikipedia articles). However, real
world passages can be noisy, outdated, and untrustworthy, and
it could lead to catastrophic consequences if users blindly trust
obsolete answers when such answers are crucial to high stake
tasks [19, 24]. We argue that it’s important for OpenQA models
to incorporate recency and authoritativeness in addition to pure
answer text into its evaluation .

Second, it could be an important OpenQA model objective to
predict multiple answers in order to increase answer diversity and
recall. ExistingOpenQAdatasets are dominated by factoid questions
with unique specific answers (eg, “who won Super Bowl 45→ Green
Bay Packers” from SQuAD). However, real world queries often seek
relevant information that may be diverse or even conflicting. For
example, questions can be about personal opinions (eg, “preferred
browser → Chrome”), or can be transient in nature (eg, “#team
office hour → 2019/06/19”). One single answer could be incomplete,
misleading, biased, or unfair.

Third, the dichotomies of “answerable vs unanswerable” [1, 20]
or “correct vs incorrect” answers, while intuitive, are often over-
simplifications to the more nuanced use cases in real world search
applications. One might argue that contingency answers from short
keywords queries such as “average cold start time #product→ 150ms”
was actually “unanswerable” due to being situational. However, for
the search engine use case, contingency answers can still improve
users search experience by providing “information scent”, and dis-
regarding them as “unanswerable” would be a missed opportunity.
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Table 1: OpenQA Answer Quality Types (from 600 question-answer pairs)

Answer Quality Type Query Answer + Passage (Abbr.)

PERFECT - Answer completely meet
searchers’ information need; search
activity can stop here.

TIL stands for

Every Thursday, selected team members share a
"Today I Learned" (TIL) , which can be an interest-
ing fact, anecdote, or learning that they encoun-
tered over the previous week.

TO-BE-VERIFIED - Answers
require further validation due to
their questionable authoritativeness;
or, questions require precise answers
that deserve careful verification.

can i bring
dogs to #of-
fice_building

Unfortunately, unlike other #company offices no
dogs are permitted. But in 2017 we are looking
forward to the opening of our roof top ... (Source:
a 5-year-old newsletter.)

#ML_model ac-
curacy

As per #team analysis #ML_model gave an accu-
racy of >95% from purely translation point and
further considering it for matching it is expected
to have even higher accuracy. (Source: a personal
blog post.)

SITUATIONAL - The correctness of
answers depend on query context.
Eg, asking for office hour and the
correct answer should be a future
date, not in the past.

#team office
hours

Update [2019/05/27]: ... Office hours for #team is
set for 2019/06/19.

preferred
browsers

Is there a preferred browser to use with the #prod-
uct? Yes, Chrome is the preferred browser for use
with #product, but we have had good results with
Firefox and other browsers as well.

INCOMPLETE - Answers only par-
tially address information seeking
queries. Users typically need to con-
tinue search to learn more.

python web
scraping

Here are some links for getting startedwith Scrapy,
a Python web scraping framework. Scrapy Tuto-
rial...

WHAT-IS - Query X gets translated
into what is X, but query intent might
be much broader (eg, why X or how
to do X ).

self review

What is a self review? It is a summary of your key
accomplishments, metrics, strengths, and develop-
ment areas over the previous 12 months. Why do
a self review? How is a self review used?

RELEVANT-DOC - Answers are ir-
relevant, but their source passages or
documents are still relevant, and is
still a good search result.

Target "re-
lease" does not
exist in the
project

... failed in the pipeline with the error message:
Target "release" does not exist in the project
"#project_name". I checked in the config file this
dependency is there. How do I fix this? (Source:
tech FAQ)

PLAUSIBLE - Answers are
seemingly correct but are actually
not, the same definition as in SQuAD
2.0 [20].

how to sub-
scribe email
list using team
email

Our team email-list - team. Subscribe to this list.
(Enter your username under the "Subscription
Info" on the right of the page, and hit "Subscribe")

#functions tak-
ing long time
to build

Our pipeline includes several #functions that take
a total build time of almost 18 minutes, the longest
of which is around 7 minutes.

IRRELEVANT - Neither the answers,
passages, nor the documents are rel-
evant. Searchers learn nothing from
the result.

create file in
sftp server

SFTP/SFTP > Map to Remote... You will enter your
connection parameters and a new file will be cre-
ated named sftp-config.json. (Source: personal blog
post)

We suggest that OpenQA research take into account “answer qual-
ity types” or answer taxonomies [2] to determine the best model
behavior for such nuanced query cases.

Fourth, existing OpenQA dataset such as Natural Questions [12]
might not generalize well to the real world enterprise search use

case, because – a). real world queries, as shown from our study, are
primarily short keyword queries instead of long natural language
queries typically found in OpenQA datasets; b). a large number of
real world queries tend to be ambiguous, seeking descriptive an-
swers and diverse opinions as opposed to the short factoid answers;
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c). real world corpus is far from clean, but rather is very noisy and
contains rich metadata such as creation date, content type (eg, HR
policies vs personal blogs) and so on, not seen in existing datasets.
We raise the open problem to create proper datasets to bridge the
gap for the real world enterprise search applications.

Fifth, user-oriented online evaluation of OpenQA on a large scale
is limited by the lack of well-established metrics due to the “good
abandonment” phenomenon, but initial evidence from this paper
suggests that CTR might still be valid. Future work is needed to es-
tablish CTR or other user behavior metrics in order to complement
EM/F1 accuracy-oriented offline evaluation for OpenQA research.

To conclude, by conducting exploratory query log analysis and
user interviews, we revealed the limitations of “model-centric”
OpenQA research such as lack of noisy corpus and under rep-
resentation of short keyword queries, and showed that OpenQA
evaluation in the real world should go beyond answer accuracy.
We call for reformulating OpenQA model objective beyond an-
swers’ face value and developing new dataset and metrics for better
evaluation protocols to improve real world OpenQA applications.
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